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     Where does Franck Sorbier come from ?

Franck Sorbier was born in Fréjus, on the French Riviera, in 1961 in a modest 
family. His grand mother, Zoé Strub originally from Alsace, the Eastern part of 
France bordering Germany, had found refuge there when the Second World War 
started. 

During his childhood, Franck Sorbier liked to look at the family photo albums, 
where he found that several members both on his father and mother’s side had 
worked as textile worker, dress and uniform makers. 

Strangely enough, this is the basis of Franck’ fundamentals for the development 
of his future arts. 

At the age of 15, using the technics gathered in a magazine dedicated to the textile, 
Franck Sorbier started creating pieces for his friends and for himself. 

Later, in the 80’s, Franck Sorbier went to Paris to study at the fashion design school 
ESMOD (www.esmod.com) from which he graduated in 1984 and was awarded 
the Jury’s Special Prize. 
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     The first years of career until the creation of the Franck Sorbier brand

While he started working for styling agencies advising them, as well as department stores 
on tendencies, then advising fashion agencies and brands, Franck Sorbier made a point 
of always sharing his talent and know-how by teaching at a fashion design school.     

In 1987, Franck Sorbier created his first ready-to-wear pieces and was quickly noticed by 
photographers and stylists. 

He participated to advertising campaigns for famous brands. 

US department stores such as Bergdorf Goodman marked their interest for his luxury 
ready-to-wear collections and started placing orders, which prompted Franck to set up 
his own brand FRANCK SORBIER.

     Franck Sorbier’s creativity and excellence have been recognized by the French 
authorities

In November 2004, Franck Sorbier was made Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres by the 
French Ministry of Culture in recognition of his significant contributions to the arts and 
their propagation and the enrichment of the French cultural inheritance.

After a five year period as a guest designer, in 2005, Franck Sorbier was officially 
established as a member of the Chambre Syndicale de la Haute Couture. The term « 
Haute Couture » represents a legally registered designations of origin. Only those fashion 
design houses on the official list drawn up each year by the French Ministry of Industry 
are entitled to use it. 
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2. FRANCK SORBIER AND THE HAUTE COUTURE

“ I mix craftmanship 
with luxury. 
What I appreciate most 
is the raw material. 
There is this notion of fineness, 
which is the couture” 
Franck Sorbier



There are only 15 registered permanent members, including Christian Dior, 
Chanel, Givenchy and … Franck Sorbier, who is among the only 4 members to 
remain independent from large luxury and fashion groups.

In 2010, Franck Sorbier was awarded for life by the Ministry of Culture, the title 
of Master of Art, which distinguishes craftsmen of passion for the singularity of 
their know-how, their exceptional career and their implication in the renewal 
of the craftsmanship. 

More than a recognition, this title is the symbol of a commitment and a 
willingness to transmit.

In an unprecedented approach, it is meant to support the transmission of those 
know-hows which embody the excellence of crafts, participate in the economic 
and cultural life and for which there is little or no training available in the classic 
educational system. 
Practically, each Master of Art has the duty to transmit his know-how to a 
student with whom he has been selected. For three years, his studio became the 
privileged place of transmission.

As of today, he is the only fashion designer to have been awarded this 
distinction. 
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transmission,
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Transmitting, giving, become the watchwords of Franck 
Sorbier’s workshop, and each collection of many students receives 
with passion the transmission of a real and genuine knowledge.

Frank Sorbier is eager to share his art and craftsmanship with care 
because he is the only one today among the high end designers to 
actually design and make his creations with his own hands and 
his sewing machine, while passing on to the future generations the 
passion to conceive and to create and to know how to give.
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“ Compression
is a bridge between 
traditional know-how 
and innovation ”.

Franck Sorbier



     Franck Sorbier: a true creator, inventor of the “Compression” and 
guardian of other unique sewing techniques

Not a story of chance but a story of invention. The desire to be part of 
the technical virtuosity, rather than the style effect.

Franck Sorbier named the “Compression” as a tribute to the famous 
French sculptor César. With this technique, he is at the same time the 
stylist and the model maker, the creator and the director, the one who 
imagines and the one who executes.

The Compression also represents a certain idea of freedom. 
Indeed, the compression is the way to get back to his root, the source 
of his talent, to find again this feeling of adventure which deeply drives 
him. His first contact with fashion was a sewing machine and the 
transformation of his grandfather’s shirts, which he re-cut, pinched, 
patterned with inspiration and without any training.

Every stage of Franck Sorbier’s life is punctuated by the sound of the 
sewing machine. It’s a bit like a repetitive music to him, an inner song. 
He always worked his own creations on the sewing machine. A pale 
blue Singer and later a Pfaff 260. It is the call of the sewing machine, this 
passion that saves his life regularly.
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This compression technique developed in the ready-to-wear collection Winter 99/2000, dedicated to the 1917 Russian ballet “Parade”, 
revealed unique pieces that can not be reproduced identically. The first model made in compression called “Felix”, in tribute to a lovebird is 
composed of tulle falls of twenty colors, tulle used for a thousand-leaf skirt for the collection Summer 99, collection dedicated to the famous 
inn of Saint Paul de Vence, “the Golden Dove”.

Another constant of Franck Sorbier: never throw ! 
Each piece of fabric should be used. Create your own material, your own fabric with what you have in hands, there lies your independence. 
The link between the wire and the material, the wire as welding, the material as a suitable ground. Muslin, organza, lace, raffia, velvet, prints, 
ribbon, horsehair, paper, embroidery thread, tulle, georgette dyed pancakes, chenille, plastic... of basic materials, so many results. Franck 
Sorbier talks about the mutation of matter. The aspect of course, but also the touch or how a silk pongee ends up looking like Japanese 
paper.

As Franck Sorbier describes it: “This technique is the meeting of the hand, the machine, the material and the creative instinct. Crumple, 
prick right, left, forward, back, one hand then two; let the sound of the machine guide the gesture, regain control, slow down and restart. 
Nervous back and forth, matter that swells, blisters, crushes and swells. It’s a fragment of dress that comes alive under the needle.” 

Franck Sorbier creates plates similar to continents, with jagged border cutouts as puzzle elements that fit into each other to become sheath, 
skirt, ball gown, strapless. A dance conducted on all fronts.

With the compression, Franck Sorbier pins a plate here, operates a clamp there that will become invisible, fades a fog, smooths, makes the 
steam emerge and caresses a hollow or a curve, relaxes, tightens against him this body of rag, this imprint of body. Dresses without seams, 
but with millions of stings: Iconoclast. Know-how and insolence.
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Franck Sorbier is also proud to safeguard certain techniques which 
require a lot of mastery and are thus less commonly used nowadays. 

As the only Maître d’art in the fashion industry, he considers it one 
of his missions to promote these techniques such as La lirette, Hand-
encrusted lace mosaïques drawing a new lace, or the macramé, an 
elaborately patterned lacelike webbing made of hand-knotted cord, 
yarn, or the like.
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     Franck Sorbier: an innovative mind who introduces modernity in Haute Couture 

For his first virtual Haute Couture presentation, Franck Sorbier received the US Web Master Award and several other distinctions.
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For his 2012-2013 Fall/Winter Haute Couture Collection, in collaboration with 
Intel Creators Project, Franck Sorbier proved his overflowing imagination 
and his anti-conformity when he made the first presentation in 3d mapping, 
creating a new version of the fairytale « Peau d’Ane ».

A show based on new technologies ; an obvious high-tech runway, a major 
preview in Haute Couture and in the creative industry. 

This new approach of the Haute Couture is based on the possibility for 
the clientele to try remote and to work on dresses thanks to the digital 
printingtechnologies.
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 exhibitions, 
  happenings,
sharing. 



In 2010, Franck Sorbier is invited by the Chamber of Commerce of Lyon to present a 
retrospective of his creations at the Lyon Fabric museum

This retrospective has received the label of “National Interest” by the French Ministry of 
Culture.

Endowed with exhibition expertise with the success of this retrospective in Lyon, Franck 
Sorbier is then called upon to reiterate such presentations in order to make available to 
the widest public an idea of perfection, of excellence, but also of experience. 

Consequently, the windows of the French Ministry of Culture and Communication, 
Sotheby’s, the Fashion Museum of Yverdon in Switzerland, are in turn the place where 
the imagination and creativity of Franck Sorbier are revealed to the public. 
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2. Franck Sorbier and the Haute Couture

For Frank Sorbier, the arts come together merge and are shared, so each of his collections tells a story and becomes a platform to raise 
awareness and bring distinct positions as well as many themes such as Nature, Preservation of the Animal cause, the Planet, Music, 
Cinema, Dance, Childhood, Requiem, Opera ... 

His Haute Couture presentations have evolved from a classic runway 
presentation to full fledged shows including live musicians, dancers 
as models, who help recreate a magic atmosphere. This fashion 
shows have become iconoclastic meetings for its collections but also 
a branded DNA of the Maison Franck Sorbier.

A true friends of animals, Franck Sorbier is inspired by his companions, 
exotic birds, and is particularly committed to saving the planet and 
the Animal World. 

He has notably signed collections entitled:

“ The Blue Planet ”, “ The Eternal Snow ” and most recently 
“ Help ” in July 2018, a collection dedicated to endangered animals 
and for the safeguarding of the planet.

His passion for animals is so strong 
that his creations are made in the company of 
Lady, his loriquet and his many” Lovebirds “.
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2. FRANCK SORBIER AND THE HAUTE COUTURE

Franck Sorbier, 
a creator 

of emotions
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The way Franck Sorbier perceives and translates his art in the Haute Couture 
naturally led him to work for Opera, stage artists, and Ballet theaters 
when called to create costumes. 

In 2005, he was entrusted with the creation of all the costumes of La 
Traviata, produced by the Open Air Operas.

Dazzled by this first collaboration in the opera world, two of the most iconic 
French singers (Mylène Farmer and Johnny Hallyday) then asked him to 
create their stage costumes for their live concerts. 

Three years later Julie Depardieu, a well-know producer and daughter of 
the famous actor Gérard Depardieu contacted Franck Sorbier to entrust 
him with the creation of the costumes of a new opera production, the Tales 
of Hoffmann.

With these achievements witnessed by many artistic directors, in 2017, 
Franck Sorbier was entrusted with the creation of the costumes a new La 
Traviata for the Capitol of Toulouse Opera presented in 2018 and which 
will be taken over in Bordeaux in 2020.

An admirer of the quality of these costumes, Franck Sorbier is now entrusted 
by the star dancer Laurent Hilaire, currently the artistic director of the 
Stanivlasky Theater of Moscow, to create the costumes of the ballet Giselle 
for September 2020.
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“ For my last show, I wanted, 
at first, to make something about 
dance from around the world. ”
Franck Sorbier
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4. Franck Sorbier, a philanthropist

With his passion for humanitarian causes, education and 
childhood, Franck Sorbier contributes to actions both for the 
Unicef, the Unesco, supporting sick children, or women in Africa 
mothers of AIDS patients, educating on the dangers of social 
networks for children through “action Innocence” supported by 
Valérie Wertheimer, who asked him to create a fairytale puppet for 
one of her many actions in this line.  

The most powerful and complex action which Franck Sorbier was 
involved in consisted of bringing together more than 50 personalities 
(musicians, painters, academicians, politicians, singers directors, 
photographers ...) by offering them a textile felt and a square of 
organza in order to affix their definition of Happiness.

Together, all these squares formed a bridal veil, which was offered 
to auction and acquired by the laboratory Johnson Cilag, Thanks to 
this exceptional piece, underprivileged children of an association 
were offered 60,000 euros to carry out summer activities and to 
support a deficient school education for a summer.
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5. The Fonds de Dotation Sorbier (the Sorbier Endowment Fund) 

The main purpose of the Sorbier Endowment Fund is to save an artistic and 
cultural heritage, to preserve a unique know-how, and thus to financially 
support the creativity of Franck Sorbier and the activity of the Sorbier Haute 
Couture House, whose existence and continuity very much depend on sponsorship 
that completes the revenues derived from orders.
(www.fondsdedotationsorbier.com)
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